
Capra Bolt Mid WP (M)

Siren Sport
GORE-TEX® (W)

Embrace your inner mountain goat in the

Capra Bolt. Made for high-adrenaline

hikes, its grippy outsole lets you

move confidently on any terrain.

A Siren that sounds the alarm when the weather comes up bad, and 

keeps pace with the worst it can throw out. Mesh upper backed by 

GORE-TEX® membrane. Underneath it’s all about cushioning and alignment, 

with proprietary Merrell Air Cushion matched to Q-Form® stride-centering.

Capra

Siren



mens

Pulsate

Capra Bolt WP (M)

Capra WP (M)

Moab Gore-Tex (M)

Moab Ventilator (M)

Pulsate 
Mid WP 

(M)

All Out Blazer
Chukka (M)

All Out Blaze
Vent Mid WP (M)

Pulsate (M)

If you want the dirt on comfort and 

versatile performance, our Pulsate 

durable hiking shoe delivers. With a flexible, 

athletic fit that’s trail-tested and town-approved, this leather 

explorer’s fully equipped for treks or the streets, providing extra 

protection, adaptable M Select™ GRIP traction and style points.

Traveler Rove (M)

Traveler Tilt Convertible (M)

Traveler Tilt Slide (M)

Traveler Sphere (M)



womens

Siren Sport (W)

Siren Sport Gore-Tex (W)

Bare Access Arc 4 (W)

Bare Access 4

Siren Sport (W)

Capra Bolt WP (W)

Full-foot connection and bonus cushioning 

work hard for you on this zero-drop running shoe. 

Hyper responsive insoles give you control. 

Duskair Moc
Just what your tired feet are aching for, after that long hike - 

ease into the ultimate comfort of these slip-ons for some 

well-earned rest and relaxation.

Duskair Moc (W)
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All Out Blaze Aero Sport (M)

All Out Blaze Sieve (W)

Capra Bolt (M)

Capra Bolt (W)

All Out Blaze Sieve
This water-shedding hiker attacks

terrain. Its waxy leather upper

is made for forging creeks.

Efficiency comes from the

Unifly™ midsole.


